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MAGENTO WEBSTORE
INTEGRATING YOUR

wHY AUTOMATING YOUR MAGENTO
STORE JUST MAKES SENSE

in 4  businesses
use  Magento  for their
ecommerce  platform.

#1  provider
Magento is the #1

 ecommerce platform
 provider in Europe.

50 billion
Magento processes over 
50 billion transactions 

annually.

Only 8% of 

 companies 

    said they 

      currently 

          provide 

           a ‘very integrated’ 

           customer experience.

Integrated   MAGENTO   Ecommerce

8%

84%

84% of 

companies believe 

that retailers should be

doing more to integrate

their online and offline

channels.

Data integrity
across systems

Why   integrate   your   Magento   Webstore?

Faster & more
efficient order

fulfillment

Minimize rate of
exceptions

Near real-time
customer & order

data access

Reduce resource
requirements

Unified
customer

experience
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your  Magento  Store  can
 save  you:

magento +   erp   +  CRM    =  

Integrating your        store with your ERP & CRM has specific benefits:

Orders automatically entered into your accounting system

Better visibility and control of your business' activities

Inventory synced and accurate; reduce inventory costs

Order automated fulfilment

Customer data automatically sourced & segmented into CRM

Increase self-service functionality & internal productivity

Less human error  - no manual data entry

Better customer satisfaction

How   to   integrate
Your Magento Store

Data integration is a well-established
challenge:

If point-to-point, DIY, or Agency data
integration connectors aren't working
for your business...

The incompatibility of system data models, variances
in protocols, formats and integration approaches and
the closed nature of many systems can present
obstacles for many developers.

...Your business is likely ready to
move up to partnering with a
data integration specialist like VL.

N E E D    H E L P
INTEGRATING   YOUR
MAGENTO   STORE?

   HAVE   COMPLEX
DATA INTEGRATION
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